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TURNS EVERYDAY PUMP
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LEVEL DISPENSERS
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Non-brand-loyal dispenser
PatentDispenser works with
ANY supplier’s soap, cream
disinfection liquid, etc.
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Back up system.
Institutions often risk getting
locked to purchase a certain
manufacturer’s products. If
deliveries fail, the whole
institutions stands without e.g.
disinfection liquid. A back-up of
PatentDispensers can overcome
this dilemma in times of crisis.

Patent pending

All sizes of bottles can easily be
installed into the mechanism,
solving the logistical problem of
dispenser liquids.

Everyday bottles with a pump.
You can insert all kinds of
bottles that have a pump, into
the dispenser magazine. Easily
adjust the level of the brackets
to fit any pump bottle.
Don’t throw away the bottles!
In case of a pandemic, even the
bottles we consider to be
”everyday stuff”, might run out.
Save them for use in your
PatentDispenser!

SAVE MONEY - RECYCLE BOTTLES
Refill your old bottles and buy money saving
container packs. We guarantee that you will
save money, and be kinder to the
environment!

Pleaseas
contact
us today: TETRIX Ltd | Kvastbergsgatan 16 68600 JAKOBSTAD FINLAND | www.tetrix.fi | +358 10 219 35 60 | sales@tetrix.fi
Easy
a stapler
Insert your bottle into the magazine and adjust the dispenser in seconds. The smartest
solutions are sometimes the most obvious ones. The dispenser is ideal for bottles 60-75mm
in diameter, also e.g. oval shaped bottles. It is easy!
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DesiStand & PatentDispenser.
Sanitizers located close to entries actually get used. Combine your PatentDispenser with
DesiStand. Avoid the main obstacles and achieve better sanitation:
A) PatentDispenser solves obstacles on a macro level. When hitting e.g. a pandemic,
there is a risk that producers run out of one-brand-dispenser systems or containers for them.
The solution is PatentDispenser - as you can use any bottle with a pump and refill it.
B) PatentDispenser solves obstacles on a micro level. The risk is that people do not use
e.g. disinfectants. The solution is a combo of PatentDispenser and DesiStand. This makes
the sanitizer mobile and available in places where people will actually use it.
Don’t invite GERMS
Bottles standing on a desk or a
sink might be a good idea. Yet in
crowded environments the bottle
might just be an attraction for
contaminated hands to touch the
surfaces - making matters worse!

Patent pending

Use our dispenser to avoid
unecessary contamination!

Higher level of hygiene with stand- and wall mounting
Inserted into the PatentDispenser, your everyday bottle
turns into a hospital-grade solution.
- Can be re-adjusted to any size in seconds
- Only highest-quality parts and finishing
- Cheaper refilling with bulk containers
- You are not locked to a choice of one distributor
- Robot precision of 0,02mm
- Electroplated surfaces
- Long elbow trigger for better hygiene
- Only 2 screws for rapid wall mounting
- Can be sterilized in a washing machine
- Works as back-up or standard dispenser
- Extras such as hangers and locking
- We can pre-adjust the dispenser before delivery
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The PatentDispenser way.
If not now, what about the next time? The PatentDispenser works also fine between critical
periods, making pump bottles hygienic. However, when the next peak of an outbreak comes
(and it will) your PatentDispenser will save you many worries. Stay prepared! It’s easy!

If the market runs out of bottles for
distribution. Buy bulk and refill. There
are always ways to distribute larger
3-10 liter containers.

Use ANY pump bottle on the market or refill
the bottles you have. You can even clean
an soap bottle and make it into a sanitizer
container for your PatentDispenser!

Higher hygien standards, as
contaminated hands do not touch the
dispenser and the bottle is mounted
on a stand or a wall.

Order yours today!
The production is at full speed and we have the capacity to serve. If you think that our
pump would be a solution for your hospital or other facility, feel free to contact us directly.
We are also open to discuss with retailers that can make the PatentDispenser more
accessible on their markets.
FLAT PACKED - SPACE SAVING
Thanks to the folding mechanism, the
PatentDispenser is only about 3cm high when
packed. A logistical ideal for customers further
from us. Sold in packs of 10 pcs. The box is
only about 30x30x10cm in size. Every parcel
is Ethanol sprayed before closing, for added
security against contamination.

The PatentDispencers are packed in boxes of 10 pcs. At present this is our minimum
quantity order size - as we try to get the product out to as many users as possible. Please
allow for hospitals and healthcare institutions to be served first. Production capacity at
normal levels is 1000 units per day and can be raised according to need.
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